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Peppard News

This term has been brilliant as school has opened again so we can see all our friends and teachers. It has been a lot easier and more
enjoyable to learn at school than at home; we get to play with our friends and get support whenever we need help from the amazing
teachers.

We always look forward to welcoming the
new starters to our school and helping them
settle into our school community. This year
we have Lara, Lily, Rudi, Jack and Freya.
We are also looking forward to welcoming
Ely and Ezra when they can join us.

From left: Lara, Lily, Rudi, Jack and Freya

Below is a photo of the school during the sponsored walk through Peppard Common and the woods.
We raised more than £5,000 in support of Nick Dipper, the father of two of the new Foundation children, Ely and Ezra. They joined us
for the whole walk. We stopped at the Unicorn pub and must thank them for providing us with a socially distanced cup of hot chocolate
in their garden.
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Junior Peppard News cont’d
Years 1 and 2 went on a school trip to the River
and Rowing Museum and learnt all about materials. They were the first year to go back to the
museum after the first lockdown and they had
the entire gallery to themselves. Their first activity was that they were given an object, for example an oar or a seat that would go in a boat, and
they had to think what material it was and why it
was used.
Their next activity was to make a medal that
they could have won: it could have been for
gymnastics or dance or football. They were given a cup and some playdough and put the
playdough in the bottom of the cup and then
used a stick to do a design in it. Then they
poured in plaster of Paris and let it set for two
days. They then painted it.
Finally, they went up to the galleries and did a
material hunt, they were told to find different
objects that were made out of certain materials.
They had a lovely time. It is so good to be able
to visit museums again.
Willow Terry and Islay Austin from Greys Class

On Monday 12th October, Highmoor Class went on a
school trip to the River and Rowing Museum. We went
because we are learning about bridges. First, we
watched a presentation about different kinds of bridges
and why they are built where they are. After that, we
went on a walk to see Henley Bridge and sketch it.
Once we got back, we did a bridge building workshop
where we got to build our own bridges. We tested how
strong they were by putting 2p coins on them to see how
many they could hold. It was lots of fun making our
bridges as strong as we could.
After lunch we split up into two groups and we explored
the galleries. We learnt lots more about bridges like how
a long time ago you wouldn’t want to go on a bridge at
night because a Highwayman might be waiting there to
rob you! It was really fun to be out of the classroom.

Phoebe Waite and Sienna Cotton from Highmoor Class

Preventive Dentistry program for children and adults
General Dentistry
www.woodlanedentistry.co.uk

• Implants
• Tooth Whitening
Sonning Common
• Invisible braces
Tel 0118 972 2626
• Treatment of nervous patients
‘Your smile in safe hands’
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In Spingwood Class’s computing lessons we have been learning about computer coding. It was made interesting as we
learnt about it using the Mars Rovers’ communication systems with Earth as an example. We did lots of fun lessons and
learnt about binary coding and that it takes about 22 minutes for a message to reach Mars from Earth. We also learnt
about the Mars Rovers’ navigation systems and information about the four Mars Rovers in general.
They use binary coding to communicate with Earth as the binary system is so simple so it can survive being sent through
space. Binary coding is when ‘on’ displays a number you need to add to the total and an ‘off’ you ignore. The value of ‘on’
is determined by where it is in the equation and binary can be used to represent numbers, letters, and even punctuation!
We learnt as well that Mars Rovers move very slowly and they gather information that humans didn’t previously know
about Mars! We also figured out how far away Mars is from Earth, including how many hamsters and how many spiders
you would need to stack to reach Mars!
All in all, it was a very fun subject and I would happily learn more about the Mars Rovers and about coding as it was such
an interesting topic.

Henley Bridge by a pupil of Greys Class

Highmoor Nursery School
Our private nursery is located in the rural village of Highmoor and
offers exceptionally high standards of childcare and education.
• Open Wednesday and Friday during term-time
• Full and part-time places
• Fully government funded sessions available
• Children taken from age 2
Please send e-mail to gwen@highmoornursery.co.uk
or telephone 01491 642162 to arrange a show round.

Babes in the Woods
•
•
•
•

Stay and play group at Stoke Row Pavilion, RG9 5PS
Monday, Wednesday and Friday mornings 9.30am-11.00am
Soft play, baby area, toys, books, music and outdoor activities
Run by Highmoor Nursery School staff, paediatric first-aid
trained and DBS checked
Please contact Gwen Pragnell for more information on
gwen@highmoornursery.co.uk or 01491 642162

